The study of Jewish history in Palestine was the Archimedean point for the Jerusalem School. The Jewish community in Palestine, or as it is commonly referred to, the yishuv, was studied as a singular group: a national avant-garde that struggled to maintain and develop a Jewish presence in the national homeland through the long centuries of exile. While throughout most of this long period, Jewish communities in Palestine were neither the largest nor the most important in the Middle East, the Jerusalem School attributed a special national significance to their -continuous presence‖ in the country. The fundamental characteristics of the yishuv were its integrative unity, continuity, and uniqueness as a community like no others. All these aspects were understood as ideologically informed by the community's own sense of national mission. That is, the supposed unity of the community reflected not only its internal organization and cohesion, but also its national role as a representative community of the Jewish people worldwide, in all its diversity. The continuity of Jewish presence in Palestine was not a historical contingency but was the product of a conscious and deliberate effort to hold onto the ancient homeland. The uniqueness of the yishuv implied its singular and central role in the network of Jewish communities, and was reflected in the manner the yishuv perceived itself and was perceived by others. These historiographic assumptions were driven by an explicitly Zionist approach, which aimed to provide depth and justification for Jewish self-determination and settlement in Palestine.
smaller populations numbering several hundreds or thousands. Fewer than 12,000 lived in the Jewish agricultural colonies that had been established since than 1870s.
There are no hard figures for ethnic distribution of these communities, but it is clear that by the end of the nineteenth century Ashkenazim constituted the majority. A 1916 census of Jews in Jerusalem found, alongside the large Ashkenazi congregation and the smaller number of Sephardim, six Mizrahi congregations numbering at least 500 people each (originating from Yemen, Georgia, Bukhara, Iran, Morocco and Syria) as well as 14 smaller communities of less than 300 people (Hayim 2000) . Palestine had probably the world's most diverse Jewish social landscape in ethnic, cultural, and linguistic terms. Different Jewish ethnic communities retained their uniqueness, in terms of everyday language, clothes, food and religious customs, as well as communal organization. Each community spoke its own language, most notably Yiddish and Ladino, although Hebrew was commonly used for writing and publishing. The communities kept separate synagogues, traditional schools, hospitals, butchers, burial services, soup kitchens and old people's homes. The large Ashkenazi Orthodox population, while sharing Yiddish as a language of speech and cultural practices, was itself composed of several communities and was far from a single community.
The only site of prayer shared by all Jews in Jerusalem was the Western Wall. Some charitable institutions were open to all Jews regardless of affiliation -marked by the adjective klali, -general,‖ but these were the exception, their pan-Jewish character often being the result of explicit demands from diaspora donors. Even such -general‖ institutions were sometimes in practice identified with one Jewish group. 4 As Matthias Lehmann has pointed out in his study of Sephardim in Palestine, differentiation on ethnic grounds was not only a matter of origin, rites, and cultural praxis; it was also a product of social conflict over economic resources and legal status (Lehmann 2008) . Migrant Jews often integrated into existing local communities, temporarily or This is the version of the article accepted for publication in Journal of Modern Jewish Studies and published online by Taylor & Francis on 3 November 2016. Available at: http://dx.doi.org /10.1080/14725886.2016.1246230 Accepted version downloaded from SOAS Research Online: http://eprints.soas.ac.uk/22699/ 7 permanently, even if they came from different ethnic background and religious affiliation.
However, as their numbers grew, they usually sought to establish separate structures. The Sephardi authorities were the official leadership of all Jews, in the eyes of the Ottoman Empire. In practice, However, by the late nineteenth century most Jewish communities had obtained considerable de-facto autonomy through various means. There were repeated calls from various Jewish circles to establish cross-communal Jewish leadership. But attempts to establish unified communal structures, on local or regional level, overwhelmingly failed. -as did some Jewish newspapers in Eastern Europe. However, the actual impact of such ideas was limited. This is not to deny the bonds of solidarity between Jewish communities, who believed that they shared a common ancestral origin, followed similar (but not identical) interpretations of Jewish religious law, and prayed for messianic deliverance in Jerusalem.
But in most cases, instances of cross-ethnic Jewish solidarity remained exactly that: cooperation anchored in separate factional and congregational structures.
Contemporary Jewish commentators frequently stressed that communal differences were pronounced and substantial: -and in Jerusalem the city of our forefathers, the place where the unity of Israel should be blossoming, we find two congregations of Sephardim and Jewish communities in Palestine -did not come together, they did not see the coming together of different groups as a guiding principle and in fact, did not wish to come together‖ (Bartal 1995, 17-18) . But Bartal nonetheless considers heterogeneity and fragmentation as the internal characteristics of a single community. As in this recent description of the Jewish population of Jerusalem:
[T]he Jewish community in Jerusalem was built during 400 years of Ottoman rule over Eretz Israel, through continuous immigration of individuals and groups that joined the fabric of the existing [Jewish] population in the city, but maintained over time the patterns of organization, ways of life, language and custom that they brought from their countries of origin. The olim kept close relationships with their mother communities, and were remote branches of sort of these communities … and created a kind of microcosm of Jewish diasporas in the city (Bartal and Goren 2010, xi).
Despite emphasizing difference and diversity, this paragraph strikingly maintains the view of the divergent social landscape as one fabric, both in terms of temporal continuity (400 years) and a single social framework (the Jewish community). It defines all these communities as olim, ignoring the sense of local identity among Sephardim (Lehmann 2008) , implicitly binding them with a Zionist meta-narrative of immigration and settlement. At the same time, this description stresses the -diasporic‖ character of the communities that distinguished them This is the version of the article accepted for publication in Journal of Modern Jewish Studies and published online by Taylor & Francis on 3 November 2016. Available at: http://dx.doi.org /10.1080/14725886.2016.1246230 Accepted version downloaded from SOAS Research Online: http://eprints.soas.ac.uk/22699/ 9 from future Zionist settlers. While the literature is certainly richer, more complex and subtler in its approach, in many ways it has not departed from the framework put by the historian This tendency to downplay the local environment was, at least in part, a product of disciplinary divisions. Palestine's Jews have mostly been studied by scholars of Jewish Studies, who often privileged Jewish and European sources at the expense of Ottoman and Arabic ones; while historians studying Palestine in Middle Eastern Studies departments, and employing Ottoman and Arabic sources, have rarely studied these Jewish communities at all. 6 It is this disciplinary divide, and ideological omission that has been challenged in recent years by scholars of Middle Eastern Studies who examined Jewish communities in Palestine as part of the local social fabric.
Palestine's Jews and Relational History
The last two decades have seen the emergence of a new paradigm in studying Jews in Palestine before 1948 . Following what Zachary Lockman (1993 termed as a relational historical approach, scholars have argued that the existence of two national societies in Palestine, Arab and Jewish, was not the starting point of the Zionist-Arab conflict but rather its outcome. Samira Haj (2002) where they went through processes of acculturation (Krämer 1989, 18-22) . It may be useful to compare the Ashkenazi experience in Palestine to these communities.
Hillel Cohen (2015) argues that And yet as a survey of Hebrew sources reveals, the Palestinocentric use of the term the yishuv is surprisingly modern, and dates back to the early twentieth century. Before that time, the term yishuv was not the preferred term to describe Palestine's Jews and certainly it was not specific to these communities. The term yishuv appears in nineteenth-century sources discussing Jews in Jerusalem, Jaffa, and other places in Palestine. As an ambiguous term, yishuv was very suitable to describe these communities, as it captured their diverse and fragmented nature. But the term had no Palestinian uniqueness, nor was it the preferred term to describe Jews in Palestine. It (Bergman 1968, 72) . Far more frequent, however, in Bergman‗s letters, is the term -the four holy communities,‖ -hakehilot hakedoshot‖ (Bergman 1968, 70-76) . In early Hebrew newspapers in Palestine we find references to "communities" (kehilot, or makhelot, 'edot), or -our brethren‖ (aheynu) and other terms, which express a plural and diverse social landscape that is not perceived as a cohesive society or a singular phenomenon distinct from diaspora The religious commandment for Jews to reside in the Holy Land is discussed in rabbinical sources, and is the subject of rich debate. Famously, Maimonides excluded -yishuv
Eretz Israel‖ from the 613 commandments as discussed in his twelfthe-century Mishne Tora.
The rabbinical consensus before the modern period was that the religious obligation to Ashkenazi communities. 9 Some articles discussed the condition of these communities and their affairs, while others covered immigration and settlement efforts.
The revived interest in the duty of yishuv Eretz Israel arrived at the moment when the word yishuv acquired a new meaning, that of colonization (Kuzar, 2015) . It was no longer a neutral noun describing the act of simply residing in a place. Rather, it now resonated with the discourse of colonialism and its moral undertones: the act of claiming and reclaiming land, taking ownership over it and developing it; the transformation of terra nullius into a realm of European civilization. -Yishuv‖ was a preferable translation for ‖colonization‖, as we see in the case of the German Jewish society, Kolonasationsverein für Palästina (est. was depicted as reactionary, zealously religious and reliant on charity, while the -New yishuv‖ stood for secular national revival, progress, productivity and self-reliance. This crude dichotomy was thoroughly discredited already in the 1970s, as scholars emphasized these categories' shortcomings (Kniel 2000; Bartal 1976; Herzog 1984; Friedman 2001) . In reality, self-professed -New yishuv‖ advocates made up a small minority among Ashkenazi migrants after 1882. And while the end points of the ideological spectrum were very much at odds, there was much fluidity and continuity in between. The polemic appeared to be much about (Shenhav 2006, 90-91) . What is remarkable is that despite wide scholarly agreement on the inadequacy and the polemical nature of this typology, the terms -Old yishuv‖ and -New yishuv‖ are still used. The reluctance to part with a framework that is so evidently anachronistic, ideological and inadequate says much about the persistence of the Zionist prism in the study of Palestine's Jews. when it came to liaising with Imperial authorities over taxation, conscription, and population registration. However, in practice, the authorities were happy to extend informal recognition to different Jewish communities, including separate representation for different Ashkenazi sub-groups, hassidim and Perushim. There were initiatives to institute a separate Ashkenazi millet in the same manner that various Christian churches received separate recognition (Sharabi 1989, 113-116 (issued 1909-1917) , the Ashkenazi Perushi nationalist Moriya (1910 Moriya ( -1915 and the Socialist-Ashkenazi-Zionist Hapo`el Hatza`ir (1907 -1922 . While differing in many respects, all of these promoted modern Jewish nationhood as part of the Ottoman family of nations. As mentioned above, it is at this point that we find the term -Jewish/Hebrew yishuv in Eretz Israel‖ used regularly in these new newspapers as well as the older Hatzvi , and to a much lesser extent more conservative Ashkenazi Hassidic Havatselet. In arguably most contexts Jewish congregations acted as separate communities. Given the significant differences in language, religious practice, and communal organization, I argue that the point of departure for historical enquiry should be to consider them as distinct communities, rather than to assume a proto-national unity. 
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